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Chapter 1511
Hearing this, Ren Yingying squeezed out a smile and said seriously: “Then I won’t
choose this Hu Mingyue!”
What?
When the voice fell, the audience was in an uproar, and everyone was stunned!
What’s happening here?
Hu Mingyue is the first in both civil and military affairs, so the princess didn’t choose
him? !
At this moment, Yue Feng’s face froze, he felt as if his heart had been smashed by a
sledgehammer, and his whole brain was buzzing.
After being stunned for a few seconds, Yue Feng reacted and stared blankly at Ren
Yingying, wanting to cry without tears.
Yingying, even if you keep thinking about me, you can’t do this.
I am Hu Mingyue, and Hu Mingyue is Yue Feng.
At this time, Yue Feng wanted to rush to Ren Yingying and tell her that he was Yue
Feng and Hu Mingyue was just a fake identity changed by himself, but thinking that
there were many royal masters around, Yue Feng held back.
Haha…
This Hu Mingyue, who hid his strength before and played this kind of careful thought, is
now dumbfounded?
Seeing this scene, Lu Jiechen, who was next to him, evoked a mocking sneer at the
corner of his mouth, but he did not laugh too arrogantly, because the previous injury had
not fully recovered.
Dugu Jiu on the other side couldn’t help but chuckle, and glanced at Yue Feng, his eyes
were full of mockery.
What about the first civil and military double? The princess doesn’t like you, isn’t it
worthless in the end?
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“Yueying!”
At this time, Emperor Tianqi also looked puzzled, frowned and looked at Ren Yingying:
“Why?”
Hu Mingyue, such a talented person in both civil and military, why didn’t her daughter
choose him?
“No reason.” Ren Yingying replied lightly, without any expression fluctuations: “I just
don’t like him!” The
tone was firm and unquestionable!
call! Hearing this, Emperor Tianqi shook his head and smiled bitterly. His face was also
gloomy. He looked at Ren Yingying seriously: “I know
what you are thinking, but you can’t forget Yue Feng, right?”
However. This Hu Mingyue is both civil and military. She has no reason not to like it, but
she chose not to choose it. Obviously, she is still thinking about Yue Feng! This Hu
Mingyue is very similar to Yue Feng in terms of height and figure, as well as his style
and martial arts.
But when he thinks of Yue Feng, Emperor Tianqi is very angry!
Ren Yingying didn’t respond, but her eyes flickered, obviously tacitly.
Yingying…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t be moved.
Swish!
At this moment, Emperor Tianqi snorted coldly, stood up directly, looked around the
audience, and said slowly: “Everyone, I am here to announce something!” After
speaking, Emperor Tianqi’s face showed a trace of revenge pleasure: “Earth Circle
Continent, Tianmen Sect Master Yue Feng, ten days ago, was killed by my Longxiang
Golden Guard and died under the moat. Yue Feng, he despised my royal Tianwei, it is
not a pity to die!” At the
end of the sentence In a word, Emperor Tianqi glanced at Ren Yingying and sat back
on the dragon chair.
What? !

Hearing this, the audience was in an uproar! Everyone couldn’t hide their shock!
Yue Feng… was killed by the Tianqi royal family? Dead at the bottom of a moat?
In the crowd, many people couldn’t help but feel sad, especially the sects who had a
good relationship with Yue Feng, Zheng Chunqiu, the sect master of the Dan sect, and
the small sects of the Heavenly Sect’s favor on the Earth’s Circle Continent. They
couldn’t believe this fact.
Yue Feng! The son of a generation of Tianjiao, he founded Tianmen at a young age,
punishing evil and promoting good, and benefiting all corners of the world!
Ten years ago, he joined the major sects to defend against the aggression of the
Apocalypse army. He was the hero of the entire Earth Continent. How could such a
person die like this? !
Under the heartache, many people refused to believe it, but Emperor Tianqi said it
himself in front of the masters of Kyushu, and it would definitely not be fake.
Chapter 1512
“No…”
Ren Yingying trembled, shook her head desperately, tears kept flowing, and shouted at
Emperor Tianqi: “Yue Feng, he will not die, he is not dead!”
“Yueying! There was no pity on
Emperor Tianqi’s face, and he said coldly: “You don’t joke, since I announced this in
front of the masters of Kyushu, Yue Feng is really dead, so don’t keep it any longer. Any
fantasy!”
Immediately, Emperor Tianqi pointed to the five Lu Jiechen in front of him: “Today, you
must choose one of the five people in front of you!”
When he said the last sentence, Emperor Tianqi was full of majesty and could not
tolerate it. Rebuttal!
For the happiness of this daughter, she made such a big scene by herself, and there
are so many masters from the Kyushu mainland. If she does not choose one in the end,
the royal face will be disgraceful and will become the laughing stock of Kyushu.
Therefore, today, no matter what, she will choose one of these five people to be her
concubine!
“I…”

Ren Yingying bit her lip tightly, her eyes swept across Lu Jiechen and Dugu Jiu one by
one, she was reluctant to open her mouth, her tears flashed, which was pitiful!
At this moment, Lu Jiechen and Dugu Jiu hurriedly stood up straight, looking forward to
the princess’ favor.
Especially Lu Jiechen, when he heard the news of Yue Feng’s death, was very happy,
and in an instant, the pain of his injury was relieved a bit.
Yingying…. don’t make random choices!
Yue Feng was in a panic, sweating profusely.
I am not dead, I am right in front of you.
However, Ren Yingying was heartbroken at this time, and did not pay attention to Yue
Feng’s eyes at all.
I don’t know how long it took!
Finally, Ren Yingying sighed lightly and pointed to Wenbi’s third place: “I choose him!”
To
be honest, Ren Yingying’s heart was already filled with Yue Feng, and she didn’t want
to choose any of them, but in the current situation, she There is no more choice.
However, Ren Yingying did not choose randomly.
Wenbi’s third place is Fang Ziyou. Although his literary talent can’t compare to Hu
Mingyue and Dugu Jiu, he is from the Earth Continent.
Ren Yingying had already thought about it, Yue Feng was no longer there, and if she
had to choose a concubine, she would choose one from the same continent as Yue
Feng, and then settled in Donghai City.
Whoa!
Seeing that the princess had chosen Fang Ziyou, the audience was once again in an
uproar.
What happened to this princess? The other four did not choose, they had to choose a
Fang Ziyou.
This Fang Ziyou is a bit of literary talent, other abilities are average, and the cultivation
realm is only Wuhou, how can you give her happiness?

“His Royal Highness Princess!”
At this moment, Yue Feng was also in a hurry. He couldn’t help but take a step forward.
He looked at Ren Yingying and said, “Does the princess still remember Mingyue Lake?”
At this moment, Yue Feng was really in a hurry. .
He knew that Ren Yingying chose one at will, mainly because of herself. But even if you
give up on yourself, you can’t choose randomly.
However, Yue Feng was in a hurry and did not talk nonsense, but used the words
‘Mingyue Lake’ to remind Ren Yingying.
After all, Ren Yingying and herself agreed to meet at Mingyue Lake! When the voice
fell, Yue Feng’s eyes were full of expectation and urgency.
Mingyue Lake?
Hearing these three words, Ren Yingying was stunned for a moment, and then, her
delicate body trembled suddenly, and she suddenly remembered something.
Mingyue Lake… Mingyue Lake, Hu Mingyue!
Yes, Mingyue Lake is the other way around, it’s Hu Mingyue!
He… is he Yue Feng? ! Did he change his identity and come to participate in the
competition to recruit relatives?
At this moment, Ren Yingying was both surprised and delighted, her heart skipped a
beat, and there were 10,000 thoughts in her mind. She looked at Yue Feng closely,
speechless!
This Hu Mingyue, is it Yue Feng…
Ren Yingying’s delicate body is trembling, tears are flashing, and her vision is almost
blurred! She looked at Hu Mingyue in front of her. This person was exactly the same as
Yue Feng regardless of height or figure.
This Hu Mingyue is Yue Feng!
Ren Yingying’s legs softened, and her tears swarmed out at this time! She can be sure
that this Hu Mingyue must be Yue Feng! Only Yue Feng has this affectionate look!
That’s right, this Hu Mingyue must be Yue Feng! Yue Feng is not dead! He changed his
name and came to the recruitment meeting!

Ren Yingying bit her lip tightly, her heart pounding non-stop. She wanted to stand up
and walk in front of Yue Feng to take a closer look at this person, whether it was Yue
Feng! But just as she was about to stand up, she gave up her thoughts, as if her body
froze.
Chapter 1513
No, I can’t walk over by myself! The father was watching from the side, and there were
so many royal masters around. If this Hu Mingyue was really Yue Feng, if she wanted to
recognize him, Yue Feng’s identity would be exposed!
“Mingyue Lake?”
Emperor Tianqi frowned secretly. Does this Hu Mingyue know her daughter?
At this time, Emperor Tianqi hadn’t noticed that Hu Mingyue in front of him was the fake
identity made by Yue Feng after disguising himself.
At the same time, the surrounding royal family members and Lu Jiechen also frowned.
what happened?
Looking at the situation, this Hu Mingyue seems to be very familiar with the princess.
I don’t know how long it took, Emperor Tianqi looked at Yue Feng and couldn’t help
asking: “Hu Mingyue, why did you mention Mingyue Lake to Yueying?”
When he said this, Emperor Tianqi’s face was full of doubts.
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and smiled calmly: “Reporting to Your Majesty, speaking
of which, the princess and I once had a relationship. Half a year ago, the princess was
visiting Mingyue Lake. At that time, I happened to pass by the princess and I was
shocked when I saw the princess. , I admire it in my heart, so I came to participate in
the competition to recruit relatives!”
Said, Yue Feng looked at Ren Yingying, and continued: “After half a year, I think the
princess must have forgotten, so I reminded me.”
Said these At that time, Yue Feng was calm on the surface, but his heart was
indescribably anxious.
When it’s critical, don’t show your stuff.
“Well…that’s it!”

Hearing this, Emperor Tianqi nodded suddenly, and then turned to look at Ren
Yingying: “Yueying, is that so? Half a year ago, you met him at Mingyue Lake?”
“I have a bit of an impression…”
Ren Yingying bit her lip, looked thoughtful, nodded and said, “Hu Mingyue mentioned
that, I seem to remember it!”
Ren Yingying is icy and smart, at this time she knows that this Hu Mingyue Most likely it
was Yue Feng, she naturally worked hard to cooperate.
In the next second, Ren Yingying made a serious look and said to Yue Feng: “Hu
Mingyue, you were practicing everywhere and happened to pass through Mingyue
Lake, right!”
“Yes, it seems that the princess has not forgotten. Me.” Yue Feng nodded again and
again and responded with a smile.
Haha…
My Ho Ying Ying, you are so smart, and you know how to add drama…
The two of them sang together and everyone around them believed it.
For a time, the audience, who was still confused, nodded suddenly.
“This Hu Mingyue and the princess know each other.”
“It turns out that Hu Mingyue met the princess half a year ago, so she came to
participate in the competition…”
“It’s so romantic…”
In the surrounding discussions, Xing Yao was Laughing.
These two people are really interesting, they make up lies and tell the truth.
However, Xing Yao was also happy for the two of them from the bottom of her heart.
You must know that Ren Yingying was heartbroken these days. Xing Yao has been
watching it all the time, knowing how important the two of them are in each other’s
hearts.
Seeing them meet again at this time, Xing Yao gave her blessing from the bottom of her
heart.

On the other hand, Lu Jiechen and Dugu Jiu, who were standing on the side, looked
embarrassed and looked extremely ugly.
Mad!
This Hu Mingyue actually has a relationship with the princess.
Looking at the situation, the princess must change her previous choice and recruit Hu
Mingyue as her concubine.
In contrast, Fang Ziyou was the most depressing.
At this time, Fang Ziyou’s face was blue and white, almost crying without tears!
I thought that I was going to become the concubine, but I didn’t expect that at the last
crucial moment, this Hu Mingyue came out like this again.
It was so depressing.
“In that case!”
At this time, Emperor Tianqi looked at Ren Yingying with a smile: “Yueying, do you want
to choose a concubine again?”
“Well…”
Ren Yingying bit her lip, her delicate face flushed red, very She whispered shyly,
“Then… I’ll choose Hu Mingyue!”
Chapter 1514
Haha….
Hearing that Ren Yingying chose herself, Yue Feng was so excited that he wanted to go
forward and hug her, but he held back.
Um!
Emperor Tianqi nodded, then stood up slowly, and said loudly: “Hu Mingyue, Wencheng
Wude, peerless, I announce that Princess Yueying’s concubine…”
“Your Majesty…” The
result was just halfway through . , was interrupted by a voice next to him, and then, I
saw a general in armor running over eagerly.

It is Du Yinghai, the captain of the Tianqi Royal Forest Army Division!
At this time, Du Yinghai still smelled of alcohol.
“Du Yinghai, what are you doing? Get off…” Yue Chen frowned, glared at Du Yinghai,
and scolded in a low voice.
His Majesty is announcing the result. At such a critical moment, is this Du Yinghai
coming up to interrupt, courting death?
At the same time, Emperor Tianqi was displeased and looked at Du Yinghai: “Du
Yinghai, what’s the matter with you, I’ll talk about it later!”
When he said this, Emperor Tianqi’s eyes flashed with coldness.
As the commander of the Imperial Forest Army, it’s okay to interrupt himself, and he still
smells of alcohol, which is too indecent.
To be honest, if there were not all the masters in the surrounding Kyushu, and fearing
that the royal family would lose face, Emperor Tianqi would directly kill Du Yinghai.
Swish!
At this moment, the eyes of everyone around were also focused on Du Yinghai.
“This Du Yinghai…drinking his head?”
“Interrupting His Majesty’s speech is not enough to cut off his head…”
“No, Du Yinghai has always been cautious, not such a reckless person…”
Under the doubts of everyone, Du Yinghai knelt on the ground with a puff, wiped the
cold sweat from his forehead, and said to the Emperor Tianqi with sincerity and fear:
“Your Majesty, calm down! I have something important to report!”
After speaking, Du Yinghai tilted his head towards Yue Feng and said loudly, “This Hu
Mingyue is the concubine of the Southern Cloud Continent, your majesty can no longer
make him concubine…”
One day Earlier, Du Yinghai was ordered by Yue Chen to approach Yan Yunfei and to
investigate Hu Mingyue’s true identity from his mouth.
At the beginning, Yan Yunfei didn’t say anything, almost kept his mouth shut, but he
couldn’t resist Du Yinghai’s repeated persuasion. Finally, when Yan Yunfei was very
drunk, Du Yinghai finally asked the truth.

Afterwards, Du Yinghai rushed back to the imperial city non-stop, reporting to Emperor
Tianqi as soon as possible.
Whoa!
As soon as these words came out, there was an uproar in the audience, and everyone
was stunned, staring at Yue Feng in stunned eyes.
“I’m going… This Hu Mingyue turns out to be the concubine of the Southern Cloud
Continent.”
“Amazing…”
“This Hu Mingyue, is he going to be the concubine of all continents? Niu… That’s
awesome!” During the
discussion, many men looked at Yue Feng with admiration and admiration.
He became the concubine of two continents at once, and he was simply an idol of men
in the world.
However!
Emperor Tianqi, and the surrounding royal family members, all had extremely ugly
expressions on their faces!
The concubine of the Southern Cloud Continent, the husband of Long Qianyu! Isn’t that
Yue Feng? !
On the hands of Emperor Tianqi, the blue veins were exposed, and his eyes were fixed
on Yue Feng! The Hu Mingyue in front of him is exactly the same as Yue Feng, no
matter his height or figure! Thinking back carefully, this Hu Mingyue, when he was
fighting against Lu Jiechen, was not afraid of Lu Jiechen’s strange fire! How many
people in the world are not afraid of strange fire? !
“Yue, Feng!” Emperor Apocalypse’s eyes were blood-red, and he was a dignified ninetyfive-year-old, and now he was shaking with anger! He walked forward slowly, tearing off
the mask on Yue Feng’s face with lightning speed.
Chapter 1515
Yue Feng hasn’t reacted yet, the mask has been torn off!
Looking at this familiar face, Emperor Tianqi gritted his teeth: “Yue Feng, Southern
Cloud Continent Consort, Tianmen Sect Master, Yue Feng, Yue Wudi! It’s really you, it’s
really you! You’re not dead yet! Dare to participate My daughter’s marriage meeting!”

Emperor Tianqi only felt a great humiliation! He just announced that Yue Feng had
fallen into the moat and died. But in the blink of an eye, Yue Feng stood in front of him
again! He took the pseudonym Hu Mingyue and participated in the recruiting
conference, and he even won the double first in the civil and military competition!
Shame, shame, shame! What a shame!
“Yue Feng, today, I will let you do nothing!” In the last sentence, Emperor Tianqi almost
shouted out, his eyes were blood red, full of murderous intent!
As soon as these words came out, the audience was silent!
Whether it is a member of the royal family or the crowd around the game, their faces
have changed greatly, and at the same time, their faces are flashing complex!
Broken!
Ren Yingying, who was on the side, trembled even more, and was so anxious. Tears
fell rushingly. Originally, when she saw Yue Feng again, she couldn’t control her
lovesickness, not to mention how happy she was. But now that the royal father and Yue
Feng were confronting each other, Ren Yingying couldn’t be happy, and stomped her
feet in a hurry. “You…you are Yue Feng?” At this moment
, Lu Jiechen was the first to react, staring at Yue Feng with resentment on his face,
gritted his teeth and said, “So you have been playing with me!”
Lu Jiechen, the anger in his heart is rising!
It’s no wonder that this kid has been able to advance smoothly, and in the final final, he
can easily restrain his Zixiao Shenhuo!
It turned out that Hu Mingyue was Yue Feng….
He couldn’t forget that ten years ago, Yue Feng almost beat himself into a cripple.
Not to forget, the scene of the Ming Sect being destroyed.
And now, he has come to snatch away his own Princess Yueying!
For a time, the new hatred and the old hatred were counted, and Lu Jiechen was
burning with anger, his inner strength exploded, and his body was filled with terrifying
evil spirits!
“Yue Feng, you don’t want to leave alive today!”

Feeling Lu Jiechen’s anger towards Yue Feng, Emperor Tianqi raised a grin on his lips,
and shouted sharply: “Lord Lu, fellow Jianghu, who can kill Yue today? The wind is the
concubine!”
“Father! You…” Seeing this scene, Ren Yingying was furious!
Even if the father hates Yue Feng to death, he can’t take his life as a reward!
“Yue Feng, die!” At this moment, Lu Jiechen did his part, roared, and rushed over!
The other Kyushu masters around looked at each other in dismay and did not act
rashly.
You must know that Yue Feng’s status in the Earth Circle Continent is very high, and to
oppose him is to oppose the entire Earth Circle Continent.
What’s more, he is still the concubine of the Southern Cloud Continent!
“What are you still doing?”
At this moment, Emperor Tianqi pointed his finger at Yue Feng, and shouted angrily:
“Take him to me, and smash his corpse into thousands of pieces! I want him to smash
his corpse into thousands of pieces!”
“Subordinates obey! “The words
fell, and the soldiers of Tianqi drew their knives one after another, like a tide, rushing
like Yue Feng!
“Stop the princess and don’t allow her to approach Yue Feng!” Queen Tian Qi also
stood up from the phoenix chair and gave an order.
“Father Emperor… Mother Queen” Ren Yingying was anxious and angry, trying to rush
over, but in front of Yue Feng, she was still a step too late and was stopped.
Swish swish…
The entire palace guards came in a steady stream. In an instant, the entire competition
field became a mess. Many people in the imperial city retreated towards the
surroundings in panic, for fear of being accidentally injured, but they wanted to watch
the excitement. And those contestants and experts from various continents in Kyushu
also retreated into the distance and waited and watched the development of the
situation.
“Boom!” Yue Feng shouted angrily, and his inner strength exploded, knocking back Lu
Jiechen, who was the first to rush in front of him.

The next second, looking at the palace masters who came under siege, Yue Feng’s
eyes were red, and he shouted: “Go away!”
When he shouted this sentence, Yue Feng’s voice was almost hoarse!
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